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When checking in trucks and trailers at seaports,

total length and maximum height are key para-

meters for correct invoicing but also for optimizing

load and avoiding damage.

The system we developed allows a full automatic

registration of the profile dimensions of the

truck and calculates, in real time, the total length,

trailer length and maximum height of the combi-

nation and of the trailer.

The accuracy of the measurement is within

10 cm and the drive through speed is unlimited.
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> System design

The system is composed of two horizontal and two vertical

arrays of Infra-red transmitters and receivers.

When driving through the lane, the truck interrupts the line of

sight-path between transmitters and receivers.

The horizontal ones give the indication on the length position of

the truck.

The vertical ones capture the maximum height of that

position.

The captured data is transmitted to your computer via a regular

IP network and generates an accurate profile of the truck.

Our software easily calculates length and maximum height

of the combination but also length and maximum height of

the trailer.

Our system stays accurate independent of changes in speed of

the truck, even when the truck eventually reverses in the lane.

Connection with the server needs only one cat 5 connection per

lane.

More than onr hundred systems can be handled by one server.

This information can be easily linked with your booking

information system.

When  the rate we charge is based on the length

of the unit or on the length of the trailers some

people tend to book for shorter lengths than they

show up with. Fully automated registrations allows

gate people to react promptly or to generate proof

in case of an invoicing dispute. A lot of damage can

be eliminated by sorting the vehicles properly on

maximum height and length when loading specific

decks. Warning information can be obtained for

combinations that only allow limited angles for the

ramp when driving on the ship.
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